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1. How to Source and Select StartupS

It is a real challenge to find the best startups at 

precisely the moment they are ready for investors. As 

an individual angel investor, it is nearly impossible to 

generate a deal flow of sufficient quantity and quality to 

increase your chances of a good return on investment. 

The Angel Academy, in partnership with Keadyn and 

InvestID, will select eighteen startups from its network 

to join the Angel Program. We will walk you through 

our sourcing process, explain how we select, and what 

we look for during initial selection in terms of investor 

decks and pitches. You will receive investor decks from 

each participating startup before the program begins 

and during the first session each startup will make a 

pitch. Together with the other angel investors in the 

program, you will select nine startups to continue. Jan 

Jaap Verhoeve, co-founder of InvestID, a company 

specialized in de-risking startup investment, will talk 

about the tool his company developed for improving 

the process of matching startups with investors 

and assessing the startup’s investor readiness more 

effectively. InvestID has developed a model and 

algorithm for this and will use it throughout the course, 

supporting the investors in deciding which startups will 

be selected to continue in the program. 

nl.linkedin.com/in/janjaapverHoeve

2. tHe dealmaking proceSS

The deal-making process is all about building 

relationships. Martijn Don, co-founder and managing 

partner at Keadyn, shares his experience and guides 

you through the process, from initiating to sealing the 

deal. As an angel investor, you normally become a 

minority shareholder in the company you invest in. That 

makes it even more important to focus on the right 

topics when making the deal. The basic foundation is 

believing in the team, agreeing on the roadmap, the 

investment amount and the valuation. Unless you are 

in-sync with the company on these essentials, it doesn’t 

make sense to discuss further conditions. Still, other 

questions come to mind. For example, you may prefer 

not to sell your shares at a lower valuation whenever 

the company is sold. What decisions can be made 

without you and when, if ever, do you negotiate a veto? 

How can you increase your shares if a company turns 

out to be a winner? Are there already shares available 

for future key hires so you won’t have to dilute in the 

future? How can you commit the founding team after 

your investment? Though each deal is unique, Martijn’s 

experience gives you the insight you need to set top 

priorities and negotiate them in advance. 

nl.linkedin.com/in/martijn-don
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3. valuation & financial due diligence

Early-stage investing is part art, part science. If only 

there were a formula to price a startup with 100% 

accuracy. With Jaap Dekter, founder of Amsterdam 

Venture Partners and Help the Crowd, who is now 

fully engaged in startup banking after his tenure at 

ABN AMRO and Kempen & Co, you will explore various 

methodologies that help to evaluate the financial 

elements of a startup. You will learn how founders 

arrive at a particular valuation and why that matters 

to you. After discussing valuation, we will move on to 

key issues to watch for when performing financial due 

diligence. We cover the dos and don’ts of your early 

stage as angel investors. 

nl.linkedin.com/in/jdekter

4. BuSineSS model canvaS & metricS

Mark Schiefelbein is an experienced entrepreneur, 

advising an impressive list of investors at early-stage 

companies. He shares his expertise on metrics for all 

stages of investing, from pre-seed to IPO. Early-stage 

VCs tell startups that they “invest from 15k MRR.” The 

SaaS crowd claims that “an LTV of 3X CAC is a sign 

that the business model is working.” The press loves 

to cover the latest DAU or MAU figures of Facebook or 

Twitter, and people are in awe of the GMV of unicorns 

like AirBnB. Mark uses illustrative examples to decipher 

these acronyms, explains the business models for 

which they are relevant, and points out some common 

misconceptions, vanity metrics and misleading charts. 

nl.linkedin.com/in/mScHiefelBein

5. go-to-market & growtH StrategieS

Bram Kanstein, co-founder and growth expert at We Are 

Off The Record and veteran to the ecosystem, shares his 

insight into the various types of go-to-market strategies 

from startups you know. He takes a step-by-step 

approach to help you identify the right strategy for your 

investments (does it fit the product, plan, vision etc.?). A 

product itself is half the marketing; it has to bring value 

to people’s lives, work effortlessly and appeal to a large 

group. There is only one problem: nobody cares that you 

built a product. The other half of the battle is going to 

market, testing the waters and identifying the (part of 

the) product that people perceive and that delivers the 

most value. 

nl.linkedin.com/in/kanStein
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6. team aSSeSSment 

Eighty percent of startups fail because of poor 

relationships within the founding team. Just because 

certain behavior has been successful up to one point, 

doesn’t mean it will be successful during the challenges 

ahead. A poor match between the team and their 

investor is one of the top ten reasons for a failing 

startup. That’s why predicting the added value of a 

potential partnership is vital to the startup’s success. 

Paul Musters, co-founder of Fortify, the company that 

also provides the InvestID team with the knowledge and 

experience to assess teams for their matchmaking tool, 

sheds light on the following topics: strengths and risks 

of individual founders and the founding team in terms 

of skills and personality; team performance at different 

stages of a startup lifecycle and during specific projects; 

predicting team performance; reasons for possible 

conflicts; insights for optimal collaboration.

nl.linkedin.com/in/paulmuSterS

7. term-SHeetS eSSentialS (equity / deBt)

There are all kinds of term sheets angel investors use 

when making pre-seed or seed investments. Dave Dirks, 

partner at the startup practice at Certa Legal and partner 

at Keadyn and EVO Venture Partners, is a pioneer in the 

Dutch market for introducing best market principles 

used in angel investing in the US and the UK. Dave 

guides you through the term sheets both for an equity 

investment and a convertible loan. Which clauses should 

and shouldn’t you include? What are the best practices 

currently in use? You will then be able to draft your own 

term sheet for the startup teams you choose to progress 

to the next level of the program.

nl.linkedin.com/in/certalegal

8. tecHnical due diligence

Robbert van Os, former CTO at Spil Games and current 

advisor to many investors and startups on technical due 

diligence and audits, provides essential insights on this 

topic. What is technical due diligence? What will you 

gain from a tech audit? Should you run an audit at all 

times? What types of audits are common? When is the 

right time to initiate the process? What does the process 

look like? How do you use the audit results? What are 

the most important tech risks startups face? Robert 

shares his knowledge and expertise on these topics.

nl.linkedin.com/in/roBBertvanoS
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9. legal & fiScal due diligence

Signing a term sheet is a moment in which you generally 

want to verify that everything the team has shared with 

you is true. What does the cap table look like? What do 

the options provided to key employees look like from a 

legal and fiscal point of view? Are customer contracts 

reported as recurring revenue, easily to be terminated 

by customers? Is all intellectual property fully owned 

by the company without any possible disputes? In this 

workshop, Simone Rutgers, senior corporate and tax 

lawyer at Certa Legal’s startup practice, discusses all 

these topics, providing fundamental insights into what 

legal and fiscal due diligence is all about. How should 

you read a report, what should you look for, and how can 

the outcome of an investigation impact the term sheet 

you agreed upon.

nl.linkedin.com/in/Simone-rutgerS

10. cloSing documentation

So you’ve signed the term sheet, performed the 

necessary due diligence, maybe some other conditions 

have been fulfilled as well, and now it’s time for the 

closing documentation stage. If you’re dealing with 

an equity investment, that means you’ll need to sign 

a shareholders’ agreement along with an investment 

agreement, or sometimes sign a separate investment 

agreement, and the notary will prepare a deed of 

issuance of shares. If you’re providing a convertible loan, 

only the convertible agreement needs to be put in place. 

What are the essential topics in these agreements, what 

are the best practices, and what should you be aware 

of? Dave Dirks and Simone Rutgers share the knowledge 

and experience they’ve accumulated, having advised 

on over 200 pre-seed and seed transactions for angel 

investors as well as startups.

11. portfolio management

Investing in early-stage companies carries a very high 

degree of risk. Jaap Dekter guides you on a journey of 

the ins and outs of how to manage your portfolio. The 

expected outcome of any single investment is doubtful, 

which is why portfolio management is essential when 

investing in this asset class. Jaap walks you through 

the basics of portfolio management and the role angel 

investing could play in your broader portfolio. After 

discussing the inherent risks, we discuss structuring 

your portfolio to optimize your expected yield. 

nl.linkedin.com/in/jdekter
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12. fireSide cHat and q&a witH 

experienced angel inveStorS

During this session, you gain unique insights from a 

group of experienced angel investors sharing lessons 

learnt in the world of angel investing. Currently 

confirmed speakers are Pieter Schoen (Nederlandse 

Energie Maatschappij) and Dennis Bruin (Denit, EVO 

Venture Partners) who have both been investing in 

startups for years. Other speakers are expected to 

participate in this open discussion, sharing firsthand 

experiences and swapping tricks of the trade to create a 

deeper understanding of angel investors’ dos and don’ts.

13. concluSion and Selecting tHe 

winning Startup

At the end of the program, three of the startups remain 

in the competition for the € 100,000 investment. These 

three startups have survived from their first pitch all 

the way to signing a convertible loan agreement. So 

far, you have made a deal with them, performed your 

due diligence, learned all about which metrics actually 

matter, mastered go-to-market strategies for startups, 

and much more. The three remaining startups will now 

make a final pitch to win your investment, with the 

entire group of twenty participating angel investors 

contributing to the €100,000. Now you are ready to 

put everything you have learned into practice and start 

making a real investment!
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